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TWISTING COCHAINS AND DUALITY BETWEEN

MINIMAL ALGEBRAS AND MINIMAL LIE ALGEBRAS

by

richard m. hain

Abstract. An algebraic duality theory is developed between 1-connected minimal

cochain algebras of finite type and connected minimal chain Lie algebras of finite

type by means of twisting cochains. The duality theory gives a concrete relationship

between Sullivan's minimal models, Chen's power series connections and the various

Lie algebra models of a 1-connected topological space defined by Quillen, Allday,

Baues-Lemaire and Neisendorfer. It can be used to compute the Lie algebra model

of a space from the algebra model of the space and vice versa.

1. Introduction. Baues and Lemaire [2] have developed an algebraic duality theory

between 1-connected minimal cochain algebras of finite type and connected minimal

chain Lie algebras of finite type. The duality theory gives a one-to-one correspon-

dence between isomorphism classes of 1-connected minimal cochain algebras of

finite type and isomorphism classes of connected minimal chain Lie algebras of

finite type. If the cochain algebra 911 corresponds to the chain Lie algebra L under

the duality theory, then there are natural, nonsingular pairings

(1.1) ß9H®j//„(L)-Q

and

(1.2) /i/*(91L) ® sQL -* Q

where QtylL denotes the space of indécomposables of <DH, QL denotes L/[L, L], s

denotes the suspension operator and IH*(ty(L) = © 0Hp(^SÏi). The duality theory

reflects the adjointness of Quillen's ß- and 6-cons tractions.

For a 1-connected space K with finite Betti numbers, Sullivan's minimal model

tyilK of K is a 1-connected minimal cochain algebra of finite type which has the

properties

Ô91tK~Homz(7r*(/0,Q)    and    H*(VlK) « H*(K; Q)

(see [6, 15]). The primitive elements LK of Chen's algebra model of K (see [5, 18]) is a

connected minimal chain Lie algebra of finite type which has the properties

ß9HJC«Homz(^(A')>Q)    and   H*(m,K) ~ H*(K;Q)
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(see [6, 15]). The Lie algebra model of K obtained by using K. T. Chen's method of

power series connections (see [5, 18]) is a minimal chain Lie algebra which has the

properties

sH,(Lk)~it*(K)®zQ   and   sQLK~Hm(K;Q).

(Similar Lie algebra models have been studied by Quillen [14], Allday [1], Baues and

Lamaire [2] and Neisendorfer [13].) Under the duality theory, 911^ and LK corre-

spond, and the pairings (1.1) and (1.2) correspond to the natural pairings

Homz(*,(tf ),Q) ® (v.(K) ®ZQJ - Q

and

H*(K;Q) ®Hm(K; Q)^Q.

A direct consequence of the duality theory is that Chen's model of a 1-connected

space K with finite Betti numbers is isomorphic to the minimal model of the

Ê-construction £(91t£) on the dual of Sullivan's model 911^ of K.

Given a 1-connected minimal cochain algebra 9H of finite type, the twisting

cochain u and the corresponding Lie algebra L can be computed inductively from

9H and vice versa (Theorem (3.7)). Our approach eliminates Quillen's £- and 6-

constructions from the duality theory and, in the author's opinion, makes the

computation of the correspondence and the pairings (1.1) and (1.2) simpler and

more tractable than when using the Baues-Lemaire approach.

Independently, Tanré [19, 20] has obtained results that relate Chen's power series

connections and Chen's Lie algebra model of a space to other algebraic models of

the space. Specifically, he has shown that there is a natural one-to-one correspon-

dence between power series connections on a cochain algebra 6E and Felix-Halperin-

Stasheff (F.H.S.) models (AZ, d) -» (Î of & (see [17]). In the case when & is the

de Rham complex of a wedge of spheres, the F.H.S. model of & equals the Sullivan

model of 6£ and Tanré's result and ours coincide. It also follows from Tanré's result

that Chen's algebra model of a space is isomorphic to the Adams-Hilton model of

the space. Tanré's methods are similar to ours.

Let K be a 1-connected rational space with finite Betti numbers. In [18], it is

proved that elementary extensions of Chen's Lie algebra model of K correspond to

cofibrations K -> K U^-e^ where e"0) is a rational cell of dimension n (that is, the

cone over a rational (n — 1) sphere 5(u)_1) and where/„,: Hn_l(S^tyX) -» Hn_x(K) is

trivial. Thus Chen's Lie algebra model of K determines a rational homology

decomposition of K. Since Sullivan's model of K determines a Postnikov tower of K,

the duality theory gives a method of computing the rational cell structure of K from

a Postnikov tower of K and vice versa. This result is related to the Baues-Lemaire

conjecture [2] which asserts that the minimal model of Quillen's Lie algebra model of

K (see [1, 11]) is isomorphic to the minimal model of the £-construction £(91t£) on

the dual of Sullivan's model GJ\LK of K.

The results in this paper are excerpted from the author's Ph.D. thesis [8] which

was supervised by Professor Kuo-Tsai Chen to whom the author wishes to express
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his sincere gratitude for guidance and encouragement given during the preparation

of the thesis.

The first four sections of this paper are elementary and self-contained. §2 is a list

of notation and conventions used in this paper. In §3 connections on cochain

algebras and chain Lie algebras are defined and their existence is proved. In §4 we

state the main theorem of this paper and discuss its topological implications. §5

contains a proof of the main theorem.

2. Notation and conventions. A graded vector space V is a sequence {Vp} of

Q-vector spaces where p runs through the integers Z. The degree of an element v of

V will be denoted by deg t;. The graded vector space is said to be of finite type if

each V has finite dimension. Let r E Z. We say that V is /--connected if Vp — 0

whenever p < r. The r-fold suspension srV of F is the graded vector space defined by

(srV) — Vp_r. The ground field Q will be considered as a graded vector space

concentrated in degree zero.

For a differential graded (d.g.) vector space V and a cycle v in V, we shall denote

the homology class of v by {v}.

A cochain algebra is a differential graded algebra whose differential has degree

+ 1. That is, & is a cochain algebra with differential d and if a E @,p and b E &g,

then

a Ab = (-!)"% A a,

d(aAb) = (da) Ab + (-\)paA(db)

and, in addition, there is a d.g. algebra map e: & -» Q of degree 0. The kernel of e is

called the augmentation ideal of â and will be denoted by la. The rth power of I&

will be denoted by Ir&. The space of indécomposables of 6B is the d.g. vector space

Iâ/I2â and will be denoted by Qâ. Let r be a nonnegative integer. We say that â is

/•-connected if the graded vector space I& is /--connected.

We shall denote the free graded commutative algebra generated by the graded

vector space V by A(F). That is, A(F) is the tensor product of the polynomial

algebra generated by the elments of V of even degree with the exterior algebra

generated by the elements of V of odd degree. The free graded commutative algebra

generated by the graded set {x,, x2,...} will be denoted by A(x,, x2,...).

A chain Lie algebra is a graded Lie algebra whose differential has degree — 1. That

is, if L is a chain Lie algebra with differential 3 and if A' G Lp, Y E Lq and Z G Lr,

then

[X,Y] + (-l)P9[Y,X]=0,

(-\r[X[Y,Z]] + (-iyp[Y[Z,X]]+(-iyi[Z[X,Y]]=0,

d[X,Y] = [dX,Y] +(-l)p[X,dY].

The subspace [L, L] of L will be denoted by I2L. For r > 2 set VL = [L, V~XL\.

The space of indécomposables of L is the d.g. vector space L/I2L and will be denoted

by QL. Let r be a nonnegative integer. A chain Lie algebra is said to be /--connected

if it is /--connected as a graded vector space.
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The free graded Lie algebra generated by the graded vector space V will be

denoted by L(F). The free graded Lie algebra generated by the graded set

{Xx, X2,...} will be denoted by L(XX, X2,...).

3. Connections. Twisting cochains are the backbone of the duality theory. As they

are viewed in this paper, they provide a concrete means for computing the minimal

chain Lie algebra L that corresponds to a given minimal cochain algebra 911, and

vice versa, as well as the associated pairings

QGJt®sHit,(L)-*Q,   IH*(°hl) ® sQL - Q.

The twisting cochains that arise in the duality theory are called connection forms, the

terminology used by Chen in the analogous topological situation [4,5].

Let V, W be graded vector spaces. Denote by V ® W the graded vector space

n*=0 © + =„ Vp ® Wq. A typical element of V ® W being the infinite sum 2°°=0 Vj

® Wj where, for each n, there is only a finite number of terms Vj ® vv, of degree n.

For each cochain algebra 6£, define a linear automorphism /: 6B -» 6B by Ja =

(-l)de*aa for each fl£6L

Let 6E be a cochain algebra with differential d and L a chain Lie algebra with

differential 3. We can extend the actions of d, 3, J to 6B ® L by setting d(2 a¡ ® À})

= 1(daf) ® A}, 3(2 a, ® À}) = 2 aJ. ® (3A}), /(2a, ® A,-) = 2(/ay) ® A} where a,
G<£ and A} G L. Define a bracket [,] in $® L by [2 a,-® A,-,2fc,-® I}] =

2(a, A bj) ® [A„ Y,] where a„ 6, G 6B and X„ Yj E L. Usually we will omit the

tensor product sign and write 2 a,® X¡ as 2 a¡X¡.

(3.1) Definition. Let L be a chain Lie algebra (with differential 3) and 6B a

cochain algebra (with differential d ). A twisting cochain in & ® L is an element <o of

lip=o &p+ ' ® L^ satisfying the twisting cochain condition

3o> + du — ̂ [ Ju, <o] = 0.

If 6E is of finite type, then Hom($,Q) is a d.g. coalgebra and the map t„:

Hom(6E,Q)-> L defined by Tu(<p) = 2 <p(a,.)y4,., where w = 2a,vt, and tp G

Hom(£,Q), is a twisting cochain in the sense of Brown [3]. For our purposes there

are two advantages in representing twisting cochains as elements of 6E ® L rather

than as functions. The first is that, in our context, it is more natural to deal with &,,

usually a minimal cochain algebra of a de Rham complex, than its dual. Second,

twisting cochains take on a very explicit form when written as elements of 6B ® L.

This is an advantage, especially in computations.

The association between a minimal cochain algebra and a minimal chain Lie

algebra is made by means of a connection.

(3.2) Definitions, (a) Let S be a cochain algebra with 1-connected homology and

finite Betti numbers. A connection on & is a free chain Lie algebra L and twisting

cochain to in 6E ® L such that if (X¡) is a set that freely generates L and if

us^w,X,   modtî® I2L,

then each w, is closed in â and their homology classes ({w,}) form a basis of IH*(a).

We shall denote a connection on & by (w, L) and shall call w the connection form

of the connection (u, L).
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(b) Let L be a chain Lie algebra with connected homology and finite Betti

numbers. A connection on Lis a free cochain algebra 9IL and a twisting cochain w in

9It ® L such that if (x,) is a set that freely generates 9H and if

w=2x,rF;   mod/291t®L,

then each W¡ is closed in L and their homology classes ({IF,}) form a basis of H^(L).

We shall denote a connection on L by (911, <o) and shall call w the connection form

of the connection (9H, w).

Note that since u is a twisting cochain then deg w, = 1 + deg A, and deg x, = — 1

+ deg IF,.

(3.3) Examples, (a) If & = A(a, b: deg a = 2, deg ¿> = 3, da = 0, db = a2), then a

connection («, L) on & is given by

L = L(A:degA = 1,3A = 0),   <* = aX + {b[X, X].

(b) If L = L<A, Y, Z: deg A = deg Y = 2, deg Z = 5, 3A = 3F = 0, 3Z = [A, Y}),

then a connection (911, <o) on L is given by

911 = A(a, b: deg a = degb = 3, da = db = 0),   co = aA + Z>F + Ja A bZ.

Observe that if & is a 1-connected cochain algebra with finite Betti numbers and

(u, L) is a connection on 6B, then there is a nonsingular pairing

(3.4) IH*(&) ® sßL -» Q

defined as follows: if to =2»,^ modffi® 72L, then {w,} ®sA. i-»^.. Since the

pairing is nonsingular, it follows that as a graded Lie algebra

L ~ L(s~xHom(lH*(&),Q)).

In the dual situation, a connection (911,(0) on a connected chain Lie algebra L

defines a nonsingular pairing

(3.5) QGJl®sH*(L)^Q.

Because the pairing is nonsingular, it follows that as a graded algebra 'Dit«

A(sHom(H^(L),Q)).

To prove the existence of a connection on a cochain algebra éE, we have to define

a suitable differential on L = h(s~x Hom(IH*((t),Q)) and a connection form in

â ® L. Dually, to prove the existence of a connection on a chain Lie algebra L we

have to find a suitable differential on 911 = A(sHom(H*(L),Q)) and a connection

form in 911 ® L. The following theorem asserts that connections always exist. Its

proof is constructive. First we recall the definitions of minimal cochain algebras and

minimal chain Lie algebras.

(3.6) Definitions, (a) A connected cochain algebra 91L is said to be a minimal

cochain algebra if:

(i) 9H is a free graded commutative algebra,

(ii) its differential d is decomposable; that is, d(/91L) ç 729H,

(iii) there is a chain

Q = 91L0ç9H, ç9H2ç ••■ ç 91L

of sub-d.g.-algebras of 91L such that d91t„ C 91ln„, and LT=, 91L„ = 91L.
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When 911 is 1-connected (iii) follows from (ii).

(b) A chain Lie algebra L is said to be a minimal chain Lie algebra if:

(i) Lp = 0 whenever p < 0,

(ii) L is a free graded Lie algebra,

(iii) its differential 3 is decomposable; that is, 3L C [L, L\.

(3.7) Theorem, (a) Every cochain algebra with l-connected homology of finite type

has a connection. The chain Lie algebra associated to such a cochain algebra by a

connection is a connected minimal chain Lie algebra.

(b) Every chain Lie algebra with connected homology of finite type has a connection.

The cochain algebra associated to such a chain Lie algebra by a connection is a

l-connected minimal cochain algebra.

Proof. We prove only (b). The proof of (a) is an algebraic analogue of Chen's

proof of Theorem 1.3.1 in [4] and is dual to the proof of (b). Gugenheim has proved

an assertion similar to (a) in [7].

Let L be a chain Lie algebra with connected homology of finite type. Set

911= A(sHom(H*(L),Q)). Choose a basis (x,),6S of iHom(^%(L),Q). Choose

closed elements (W¡)ieS of L such that their homology classes ({W¡})¡es form a basis

of H*(L) dual to the basis (s~lx¡) of Hom(7/^(L),Q). We have to find a

decomposable differential d on 9IL and a twisting cochain u in 9H ® L such that

w=2x,IF,   mod/291L®L   and    du + du - {[Ju, u] = 0.

For this we need the following lemma.

(3.8) Lemma. Let n be a positive integer. If d is a derivation of 911 of degree 1 such

that d(/91t) Ç 7291t and if u is an element of\lp=0 91t/'+ ' ® Lp such that:

(a)u = l xW mod 7291L ® L,

(b) du + du - {[Ju, u] = 0 mod 7"91L ® L,

then

(c) 3(3w + du - {[Ju, u]) = 0 mod /"+191L ® L,

(d)d2 = 0mod/',+191L.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. When n = 1 the lemma is easily

verified. Suppose that n > 1 and that the lemma is true for n — 1. By induction

d2 = 0 mod /"91t. Observe that

d2u=2{d2xi)Wi   mod/"+,91L®L.

Denote the universal enveloping algebra of L by UL and define the element

Ju A u of 91L ® UL by Ju A u = 2(Ju, A uglify, where u = 2 u,U,. It is straight-

forward to verify that {[Ju, u] = Ju A u in 91L ® UL so that in 9H ® UL we have
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3(3co + du — {[Ju, u]) — 3(3w + du — Ju A u)

= d3co — J(du) A u + u A du

= ddu + J(du — Ju A u) A u

-uA(du-JuAu)    mod/"+191L® UL

= d(du-JuAu)   mod/n+191L® UL

= -d2u   modd(7"91t)® UL

=-d2u   mod7"+l9H® UL.

Therefore

d(du + du-{[Ju,u]) =2{d2xi)Wi   mod/"+191L®L.

Since the W¡ represent linearly independent homology classes of L, and since the

left-hand side of the previous equation is in 7"+191t® (3L), it follows that d2x, G

7"+191tso that d2 = 0 mod 7"+191tand

d{du + du-{[Ju,u])=0   mod7n+'9H®L.    D

To complete the proof of (3.7) we construct a sequence (un)n3,x of elements of

UP°=0ty(Lp+l ® Lp and a sequence of derivations (d„)M>, of 911, each of degree 1,

that satisfy:

(a) to, = 2 x,W¡ and d,■ = 0,

(b) 3w„ + dnun - {[Jun, un] = 0 mod 7"+191l® L,

(c)un+x =w„mod7"+19H®L,

(d) dn+xx¡ = d„x, mod 7"+191L.

Before giving the proof of the existence of («„) and (d„) we need to introduce

some notation. For each finite sequence 7 = (/,, i2,.. .,ip) of elements of S, the set

indexing the x,'s, denote by x, the element x, Ax, A • • • Ax, of 91L. For each

positive integer/», choose a subset @(p) of S X SX •■■ XS (p times) such that (x,:

E§(p),p> 1} is a basis of 7911. SetS= Upc=x§(p).

Each element p of 791L ® L can be written uniquely in the form 2/egx/i7/ where

U, G L. We shall denote by p(n) the " truncation" 2„<„ 2/eg(/)) x,U, of p.

Set w, = 2x,FF, and d, = 0. Conditions (a) through (d) are trivially satisfied.

Suppose that n s= 2 and that ux, u2,.. -,un_x and dx, d2,... ,d„_, have already been

constructed satisfying conditions (a) through (d). To construct un and dn we need to

find, for each 7 G @(n), rational numbers (af)jeS and an element W, of L such that

if we set

U„ = Un_x+       2      XIWI>      dn*i = dn-\Xi+       2      a',XI>
/e§(n) /£§(«)

then

dun + d„un-{[Jun,un] =0   mod7"+191L®L.
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Since

dun_x + dn_xu„^x - {[Jun_x,un_x] =0   mod7"91t®L

and since d„_,(7291t) C 7"+191t, it follows from a short calculation that if (aj)ies

and Wj satisfy the equation

(*)    2  (^,+ 24»'l) = -(3v, + ¿,-,v.-lk-,.vi])(»)1
/eg(n) v <es '

then un and dn satisfy conditions (a) through (d).

It follows from (3.8) that

3(3w„_, + d„_,w„_i -![/"„_,,«„_,])(«) = 0.

Since the homology classes of the W¡ span H^(L), we can find numbers a\ and

elements W, of L such that equation (*) is satisfied. Thus un and d„ can be

constructed.

Define u and d by insisting that

u = w„   mod 7"+l91L ® L   and   dx, = d„x,   mod 7"+191t.    G

4. The main theorem. In this section we state the main theorem of this paper, give

examples of its applications and outline some topological applications of the

theorem.

(4.1) Theorem, (a) Let 91L be a l-connected minimal cochain algebra of finite type

and L a connected minimal cochain algebra of finite type. If u is a twisting cochain in

911 ® L, then (u, L) is a connection on 91L if and only if (911, u) is a connection on L.

(b) The minimal chain Lie algebra associated to a l-connected minimal cochain

algebra of finite type by a connection is unique up to an isomorphism that preserves the

pairings (3.4) and (3.5) defined by the connection form. Dually, the minimal cochain

algebra associated to a connected minimal chain Lie algebra of finite type is unique up

to an isomorphism that preserves the pairings (3.4) and (3.5) defined by the connection

form.    D

In the case when the minimal chain Lie algebra L is associated to the minimal

cochain algebra 91L by a connection (equivalently, 9H is associated to L via a

connection) we shall say that there is a connection between 9H and L.

(4.2) Examples, (a) Let n be an odd integer, n > 1. Let

911= A(a:dega = «,da = 0)    and   L = L( A: deg A = n - 1, 3A= 0).

A connection between 9H and L is given by the connection form u = aX. In this

case 7911 is spanned by a and L by A and both pairings associated to u are given by

(a,sX)= 1.

(b) Let n be an even integer, n > 2. For

911= A(a,b: deg a = n,deg b = 2/j - 1, da = 0, db = a2),

L = L(A:degA=/7- 1,3A=0),
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a connection between 91L and L is given by the connection form aX + {b[X, A].

Here the pairing 777*(9H) ® sQL -> Q is given by (a, sX)= 1 and the pairing

QL ® ̂ „(L) is given by (a, A>= 1, (b, A>= 0, (a,[X, A]>= 0, (b,[X, A]>= 2.

(c) Theorem (4.1) can be used to compute the homology of connected minimal

chain Lie algebras. For example, we can easily compute the homology of the chain

Lie  algebra  (L(A„ X2.A„),9)  where  deg Xk = 2k - 1,   3A, = 0   and   dXk

= 22,+,-=JA,, Xj]. Denote this Lie algebra by L. Let

911 = A(a, b: dega = 2, degZ> = 2« + 1, da = 0, db = an+x).

The element u of 91L ® L given by

u=ÍakXk + \ 2ak~xb     I     [A,, A,]
k=\ k=\ i+j=n+k

is a twisting cochain in 9H ® L. Since « = 2"k=, akXk mod 9H ® 72L, it follows that

(u, L) is a connection on 91L. By Theorem (4.1), (91L, u) is a connection on L. Since

u = aXx + {b2i+j=n+x[X¡, Xj] mod 7291t ® L, it follows that the homology classes

{A,} and (2/+J=„+,[ A,, Xj]] are nontrivial in, and span 77„(L).

(d) Often we want to find the chain Lie algebra associated to the minimal model

9H of a 1-connected cochain algebra & with finite Betti numbers and compute the

pairings (1.1) and (1.2) in low dimensions (a typical example being when 6E is the

de Rham complex of a 1-connected manifold with finite Betti numbers). This is most

easily achieved by first finding a connection (u, L) on 6B. If (w, L) is a connection

on 911, then it can be shown that L «* L (cf. [8, Proposition (6.2)]). The following

example illustrates this and other techniques for dealing with not so trivial examples.

Let & be the truncated polynomial algebra

A(c,,c2: degc, = 2,degc2 = 4)/i

where í is the ideal of A(c,, c2) generated by c\, cx A c2 and c\. We will compute a

connection on & and the pairing ß91t®77,(!(L)->Qin low dimensions, where 911 is

the minimal model of 6E and where L is the Lie algebra associated to 62 by a

connection.

A connection (u, L) on 6£ is given by

L = L( A,, A„, A2: deg A, = 1, deg A,, = deg A2 = 3, 3A2 = 0,

dXxx={[Xx,Xx]),

w = c,A, +c2A,, +c2A2.

Set 911' = A(x,, x2, ux ,,, uX2, uX2XX, uX22) where degx, = 2, degx2 = 4, deg«,,,

= deg uX2 — 5, deg w22 = 7, deg w12 ,, = deg «,22 = 8 and where dx, = dx2 = 0,

duxxx = xx, dux2 = x, A x2, du22 — x\, dux2xx = x2 A ux2 — x2 A «,,,, dux22 =

k,2 A x2 — x, A u22. Define a d.g. algebra map p: 911' -> S by p(x,) = cx, p(x2) —

c2 and p(u, j) — 0 for all 7, /. It is easy to check that p induces an isomorphism on

cohomology in degrees < 9. Consequently, there is an inclusion of 911' into the

minimal model 91L of 6B that is an isomorphism in degrees < 8.
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The method we use to compute the pairing ß91L ® H^(L) -» Q in degrees « 8 is

to find an element u' of 911' ® L that is an "approximation" to a connection form in

91L ® L. Specifically, we will find an element «' of 91L ® L such that there exists a

connection form ü in 91L ® L such that

u = u'   mod ©(91Li'®L/,_1).

p»9

The procedure for doing this is to find a sequence (u'r)r>x of elements of 91L ® L

such that:

(a) u\ — x,A, + x2A,, + x2A2,

(b) du'r + du'r - {[Ju'r, u'r] ee 0 mod 91 ® Ir+ XL,

(c)u'r+x =u'rmodIr+XcJlè L.

To find u'r+x given u'r, set w'r+x = u'r + p. where p is an element of 911 ® 7r+1L

which satisfies the equation

-du = du'r + du'r - {[Ju'r, u'r]    mod 91L ® 7r+2L.

We begin with u\ = x, A, + x2A,, + x2A2. Now

3«', + du\ - {[Ju\,u'x] = -{x*[Xxx, A„] - {x2[X2, A2] - xf[A„ A,,]

-x,Ax2[A,,A2]-x2Ax2[A,,,A2]

= -d({xx A uxxx[Xxx, A„] + {u2a[X2, X2]

+ «,,„[A,, A„] + «li2[A„ A2] + x, A «U2[A„, A2]).

Thus

u'2 = u\ + {xx A uxxx[Xxx, A,,] + i"2i2[A2, A2]

+ U,,,I[A,, A„] + uxa[Xx, X2] + x, A M,,2[A„, A2].

After a similar, but more tedious calculation, one can show that

"3 = «2 + ",2,2[[*., ^2] ^]  + «12.1l[^[^I. *Ill]

+ x, A M,2i2[[A„, A2]A2] + x, A «12,„[[A„, A2]A,,].

If we continued the procedure above and found a sequence (u'r) satisfying (a), (b)

and (c) above, then we could define a connection form û in 911 ® L by insisting that

wEEW;mod91L®7''+1L.

Set u' = «3. A short computation shows that

du' + du' - {[Ju',u'] =0    mod 0(91L'+I®LJ,_1).

/>5»9

Thus we have found our approximation to a connection ù on 91L. Observe that

u' = x,A, + x2A2 + {u22[X2, X2] + «,,,,[A,, A,,] + uX2[Xx, X2]

+ M|2,2[[A,, A2]A2] +«12,„[A2[A1,AU]]    mod7291L®L.
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The following table gives dual bases of ß91t and H^(L) in low dimensions:

Basis of 0 (ß91Lf Dual basis of 0 Hp(L)

{A2}

{[^i.^i]}

{[Xx, A2]}

"2,2 l{[X2, A2]}

»12,1, {[*2[*„ Xxx]]]

"12,2 {[[*„ X2]X2]}

As remarked in the introduction, if AT is a 1-connected space with finite Betti

numbers, if 91t ̂  is Sullivan's minimal model of K and if LK is the Lie algebra model

of K, then <$LK and LK correspond under the duality theory, 77*(91LA-) « 77*(7í"; Q),

ß9H~Homz(7r„(A:),Q), H„(L) « s~xtt^(K) ®zQ and QL m i~XH¿K; Q). In

(3.3), Example (a) corresponds to S2, and (b) to S3 X S3. In (4.2), Examples (a) and

(b) correspond to S" where n is odd and n is even, respectively. Example (c)

corresponds to CP" and (d) to the 4-skeleton of BU.

If Tí" is a 1-connected rational space with finite Betti numbers, then 911^ de-

termines the Postnikov tower of K [6, 15] and LK a homology decomposition of K

[13, 18]. The topological implication of Theorems (3.7) and (4.1) is that we can

inductively compute the ^-invariants of K from the characteristic maps of a

homology decomposition of K and vice versa (see [8 or 10] for example).

5. A proof of Theorem (4.1). The proof of (4.1) is a composite of results of Quillen

[14, Appendix B], Sullivan [16], Lehmann [9] and Baues and Lemaire [2]. We begin

by reviewing the basic properties of Quillen's £ and 6-constructions. Good references

for this material include [2] and [13] as well as Appendix B of Quillen's paper [14].

A chain coalgebra is a d.g. coalgebra C with a differential 3 of degree — 1 and a

coaugmentation tj: Q -> C We shall denote the cokernel of tj by C and the image in

C of an element c of C by c. The set oí primitive elements (cGC:Ac = c®l + l

® c) of C will be denoted by 7>C. We say that C is /--connected if the graded vector

space C is /--connected. A chain coalgebra C is commutative if

Ac= 2a,®¿>,= 2(-l)de8a'deê^,®a,.

for all c EC.

Let C be a commutative chain coalgebra. The £-construction on C is a chain Lie

algebra £(C) that, as a Lie algebra, is isomorphic to L(s~ XC). As a d.g. vector space,

Q£(C)~s~xC.

Let L be a chain Lie algebra. The ß-construction on L is a cocommutative chain

coalgebra Q(L) that, as a coalgebra, is isomorphic to the symmetric coalgebra S(sL)

on sL. As a d.g. vector space, Pß(L) is isomorphic to sL.

There is a canonical inclusion i: s~xC -* £(C) that corresponds to the canonical

inclusion s~xC -» h(s~xC). There is a canonical projection p: Q(L) -> sL that
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corresponds to the canonical projection of S(sL) onto sL. In general, neither / nor p

is a d.g. vector space map.

The basic properties of the £- and 6-constractions are summarized by the

following theorem.

(5.1) Theorem. Let C be a cocommutative chain coalgebra and L a chain Lie

algebra. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between d.g. coalgebra maps

C -» Q(L) and d.g. Lie algebra maps £(C) -» L: the map <p: C -* G(L) corresponds

to the map \p: £(C) -> L // and only if the linear maps \p ° i ° s~x: C -» L and

s~x o p o m; C -» L are equal. Moreover, if H ¿(C) is l-connected and H¿L) is

connected, and if the maps <p: C -» 6(L) a/id </>: £(C) -> L correspond as above, then

m induces an isomorphism on homology if and only if ip induces an isomorphism on

homology.    D

Let 62 be a cochain algebra of finite type and L a chain Lie algebra. Denote the

dual coalgebra Hom(62, Q) of 62 by 62*. Each twisting cochain u in 62 ® L determines

a chain Lie algebra map 6: t(<&*)-> L that we shall call the holonomy map

associated to u. If w = 2 uiUi and <p G 62*, define (u, -) = 2 <p(m,)l/. Observe that

this is a finite sum so that (a, <p) G L. The holonomy map 0: £(62*) -» L is then

defined by

0(s-I9 ) = («,ç>    for all tp g 62*.

Using the fact that « is a twisting cochain, one can show that $ is a d.g. Lie algebra

map (see [14, Appendix B]).

We would like to characterize the connections on 62 as the pairs (u, L) where the

associated holonomy map 6: £(62*) -* L induces an isomorphism on homology. To

do this we need the following lemma. A proof of it can be found in [2, p. 226].

(5.2) Lemma. Let Lx and L2 be free chain Lie algebras with connected homology. A

d.g. Lie algebra map q>: L, -» L2 induces an isomorphism on homology if and only if

Q<p: QLX -» QLX induces an isomorphism on homology.    D

We can now prove the desired characterization of connections on a cochain

algebra.

(5.3) Lemma. Let âbe a l-connected cochain algebra of finite type and L a connected

minimal chain Lie algebra. If u is a twisting cochain in 62® L, then (u, L) is a

connection on 62 // and only if the associated holonomy map 6: £(6B*) -» L induces an

isomorphism on homology.

Proof. Let (A,) be a set that freely generates L. Suppose that wee2h>,A,

mod 6£ ® 72L. Since 3 (the differential in L) is decomposable, the twisting cochain

condition implies that du = 0 mod 62 ® 72L. That is, each w, is closed in 62.

The holonomy map 0: £(62*) -» L induces the map i^1- i-» 2 <p(wi)Xi on indécom-

posables (<p G 62*). Observe that (u, L) is a connection on 62 if and only if this map

induces an isomorphism on homology. The result now follows from (5.2).    D
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To prove the analogous result for connections on Lie algebras, we need an

analogue of (5.2) for free commutative cochain algebras. The following proposition

is proved in Lehmann [9, Proposition V.7] and is implicit in Theorem (2.2) of [16].

(5.4) Proposition. Let 62 be a free, connected cochain algebra with l-connected

homology. Let 9H be a minimal cochain algebra. A d.g. algebra map p: 9H -» 62 induces

an isomorphism on homology if and only if Qp: ß9H ~» ß62 induces an isomorphism on

homology.    D

An easy consequence of the above proposition is the natural analogue of (5.2) for

free commutative cochain algebras.

(5.5) Lemma. Let 62 and 62' be connected, free cochain algebras with l-connected

homology. A d.g. algebra map <p: 62 -» 62' induces an isomorphism on homology if and

only if Q<p: Q& -» QA' induces an isomorphism on homology.    D

Let 62 be a cochain algebra of finite type and L a chain Lie algebra. For a twisting

cochain u G 62 ® L, we shall denote by 6': 62* -» Q(L) the d.g. coalgebra map that

corresponds to the holonomy map 6: £(62*) -> L associated to u.

We can now characterize connections on chain Lie algebras in terms of their

holonomy maps.

(5.6) Lemma. Let L be a connected chain Lie algebra of finite type and let 911 be a

l-connected minimal cochain algebra of finite type. If u is a twisting cochain in

9H ® L, then (91L, u) is a connection on L if and only if the associated holonomy map

0: £(91L*) -» L induces an isomorphism on homology.

Proof. Let (x,) be a set that freely generates 91L. Suppose that u = l¡xiW¡

mod729H®L. Since d (the differential in 911) is decomposable, the twisting

cochain condition implies that du = 0 mod 729H ® L. That is, each W¡ is closed in

L.

The holonomy map 0: £(9H*) -» L associated to u induces an isomorphism on

homology if and only if the coalgebra map 6': 911* -» Q(L) induces an isomorphism

on homology. Since 91L is of finite type, Hom(91L*,Q) » 91L, and since L is

connected and of finite type, Hom(6(L), Q) is a 1-connected, free cochain algebra.

Thus 6' induces an isomorphism on homology if and only if its dual 6'*:

Hom(6(L), Q) -* 91L induces an isomorphism on homology.

Observe that there is a natural isomorphism ß Hom(6(L), Q) » Hom(sL,Q) and

that, with respect to this isomorphism, QO'* takes the functional \p on sL to

2 x^sWj) (a finite sum). This follows from (5.1). The result now follows from (5.5).

D

The first assertion of (4.1) now follows directly from (5.3) and (5.6).

Let L be a connected chain Lie algebra of finite type. Suppose that (911,, w,) and

(91L2, u2) are connections on L with associated holonomy maps Of. £(91L*) -» L

(j = 1,2). As in the proof of (5.6), the dual of the adjoint of 0-,

0/*:Hom(e(L),QH9H>,      j = 1,2,
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induces an isomorphism on homology. In fact, Of splits as the following argument

shows. Let p: 911-* Hom((3(L),Q) be a minimal model of Hom(ß(L),Q). (For a

definition of minimal model, see [6, 15].) The composite 0'* ° p: 9H -» 91L- induces

an isomorphism on homology. Because 91L and 91L- are 1-connected and minimal,

Of ° p is an isomorphism. Define

*y: 9Hy - Hom(e(L),.Q)

by t=p° (0/* o p)"1. Observe that 0/ ° ^ equals id: 9H, -» 91cy-.

Define a d.g. algebra map 0:911,-» 91L2 by 0 = 02* ° ^,. Since 0 induces an

isomorphism on homology and since both 91L, and 91t2 are 1-connected and

minimal, $ is an isomorphism.

To see that the diagram

ß91t,®i77*(L)

\

Q<i>® idl Q

ß91L2® sH¿(L)

commutes, observe that the diagram

77„(ßHom(e(L),Q))      -      ß91L,

(Q0f)*\ IQ*

ß91t2

commutes and that with respect to the identification

Hom(i77,(L),Q)~77,(ßHom(e(L),Q)),

the map Of* is the polarity of the pairing ß9!L/ ® sH¿L) -» Q given by Uj.

If, in addition, L is minimal, then it follows from (4.1)(a) that the homology of

Hom(6(L), Q) is isomorphic to Hom(sßL,Q). Using this and the fact that the

diagram

H*(Hom(e(L),Q))   ±   77*(91L,)

e¡'\ ¿**

77*(91L2)

commutes, it follows that the diagram

777*(9H,)®ißL

\
/0*®idi. Q

/

777* (91t2) ®sQL

commutes up to homotopy.
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The homotopy class of 0 is uniquely determined, for if

at'

Hom(S(L),Q)   i   911,

0{'\      4*'

9H2

commutes up to homotopy, then $' = $' ° 0f ° ,F, ^ 02'* ° ,F, = 0.

The uniqueness of the Lie algebra in the dual case is proved by a similar

argument.    D

(5.7) Corollary. If L and 9H correspond under the duality theory, then L is

isomorphic to the minimal model of £(91L*) and 911 is isomorphic to the minimal model

ofHom(G(L),Q).    O

It follows from Theorem 3.1.1 in [5] in the real case, and Theorem (6.9) in [18] in

the rational case, that the universal enveloping algebra of Chen's Lie algebra model

of a space is isomorphic to the Adams-Hilton model of the space (defined in [2]).

This fact, together with (5.7) provides a correct proof of Proposition (3.6) in [2].
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